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Opportunities

UCL-EPSRC Global Challenges- Small Research Grants Call
Deadline: 9am on Monday 20 June
http://www.ucl.ac.uk/research/beamsfunding/UK_GCRF

UCL has been awarded a sum of funding from EPSRC, as part of the new UK Global Challenges Research Fund, to support small research projects addressing challenges facing developing countries. The Office of the Vice-Provost (Research) is running a competitive process to award funding to a small number of such projects, which must also be primarily within the remit of EPSRC. Projects, which are expected to cost between £75k and 100k, must end on or before 31 March 2017. Proposals should be sent by email to matthew.davis@ucl.ac.uk by 9am on Monday 20 June. The PI's Head of Department should be cc’d and the submission email should also include a statement to say that all financial aspects of the project have been approved by all relevant department(s). Please see the Call Document for full details of the call and application procedure.

NERC Discovery Science: Internal Peer Review process for July deadline
Deadline: 24 May for first draft to UCL, 19 July to NERC
http://www.ucl.ac.uk/research/beamsfunding/news/news-repository/NERC_Discovery_Science_Review

Full details available on the BEAMS Research Funding webpages. If you missed the deadline for intentions to submit or first drafts, you must contact environment@ucl.ac.uk as soon as possible. You will not be allowed to submit if your proposal has not been approved either by Earth Sciences, Geography, GEE or the BEAMS internal peer review processes.

BBSRC, MRC, ESRC, AHRC, NERC Foundation Awards in Global Agriculture and Food Systems, under Global Grand Challenges
Deadline: 22nd June for Expressions of Interest
http://www.bbsrc.ac.uk/funding/filter/gcrf-agriculture-food-systems/

BBSRC is leading and managing the call on behalf of BBSRC, MRC, ESRC, AHRC and NERC to support this opportunity for Foundation Awards in Global Agriculture and Food Systems. Applications can address the challenges in agriculture, health, infection and food security using appropriate disciplinary and/or interdisciplinary approaches.
Bartlett Synergy grants
Deadline: Thursday 16th June 2016
http://www.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/research/collaboration/synergy-grants

The Bartlett Synergy Grants (previously the Bartlett Research Challenges Small Grants Scheme) has been set up to fund activities that lead to, or support, interdisciplinary research collaborations in the Built Environment that are in line with the general Faculty Research Strategy.

The Faculty are keen to receive applications that support new and innovative interdisciplinary ideas and activities. This can include a wide range of research from 'blue sky' thinking through to projects focused on impact through public engagement, policy-related activity or networking opportunities, and covers all modalities of research including action research and design research.

This round of funding will feature a priority theme of Healthy Built Environments. Applications are encouraged that address topics within this theme. Applications for the open call are also welcomed. Applications must include at least two members of academic staff (including teaching fellows) from two different Bartlett schools/units as a minimum. In addition, the collaboration can also include colleagues based in other UCL Faculties or HEIs, as well as international organisations.

EU DG-Environment: Technical and scientific support in relation to the implementation of the 92/43/EEC Habitats and 2009/147/EC Birds Directives
Closing date: 22 Jun 16

The tenderer will provide technical and scientific input to the Commission in areas of key importance for the implementation of EU nature legislation such as the Birds Directive 2009/147/EC and the Habitats Directive 92/43/EEC. The contract is worth €1.8 million over 36 months.

NERC, BBSRC, ESRC, Scottish Government Announcement of Opportunity: Food System Resilience - Programme Coordination
Deadline: 16:00 on 23 June 2016
http://www.bbsrc.ac.uk/funding/filter/food-system-resilience-programme-coordination/

The ‘Food System Resilience’ is a GFS-led five year programme, supported by NERC, BBSRC, ESRC, and the Scottish Government aiming to address the major challenge: ‘Resilience of the UK food system in a global context.'
GFS on behalf of the programme funders is inviting applications for a programme Coordinator to lead, manage and coordinate the programme activities. Funds of £560,000 (at 80% FEC) complemented by a ring-fenced budget of £100,000 (at 100% FEC) to support ad hoc Knowledge Exchange (KE) activity, are available for a single grant of a minimum of 4 and maximum of 5 years.

**NERC, ESRC, The Rockefeller Foundation tender - Global Goals mapping: the environment-human landscape**

Closing date: 16:00 on 23 June 2016
[https://www.contractsfinder.service.gov.uk/Notice/3689c58a-0ed7-45dc-b853-3713f054914b](https://www.contractsfinder.service.gov.uk/Notice/3689c58a-0ed7-45dc-b853-3713f054914b)

NERC, ESRC and The Rockefeller Foundation are working together towards the ambitious goal of identifying the urgent research priorities and innovation challenges that may inform and catalyse a paradigm shift in our global approach to sustainable development. The nature of our 21st Century development challenges requires a shift in thinking and action that will better prepare us for future challenges, while enabling more effective development interventions today.

The inspiration for this collaboration is the core premise that the environment-human relationship must be central to our sustainable development solutions, recognising that maintaining the resilience of our ecosystems, the security of natural resources and the stability of Earth's life-support systems is necessary for humans to thrive. The work will be framed by the current global context, including in particular the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), now termed 'UN Global Goals'.

NERC is seeking an individual or team to produce a synthesis of past and current research and innovation relating to the policy landscape surrounding the environment-human relationships and systems that interact across the UN Global Goals.

**RCUK Decision Making under Uncertainty – Call for Networks**

Intent to submit deadline: 12:00 on 27th June 2016
Full proposal deadline: 16:00 on 21st July 2016
[https://www.epsrc.ac.uk/funding/calls/decisionmakingunderuncertainty/](https://www.epsrc.ac.uk/funding/calls/decisionmakingunderuncertainty/)

A partnership of funders invites proposals for networks to build multidisciplinary academic & practitioner communities focussed on developing new tools and approaches to enable decision making under uncertainty. With a budget of up to £750,000, the funders expect to support a maximum of two networks for two years, including small scale feasibility projects.

Please contact [j.hazelton@ucl.ac.uk](mailto:j.hazelton@ucl.ac.uk) if you are interested in applying or being part of a network as UCL may need to manage involvement in this call.
NERC Internships
Closing date: 21 Jul 16

Open innovation internships
Work within a host organisation, on a project of their choosing, and explore how partner organisations can make use of scientific knowledge, data, models or other tools to understand and manage their impacts or dependencies on the environment. Minimum of £100,000, projects may last up to six months.

Directed internships
Focus on a particular science area, policy requirement or business sector within a host institution to accelerate the impact of NERC-funded science. Minimum of £120,000, projects may last six months to one year.

Biosphere Evolution, Transitions & Resilience Announcement of Opportunity
Closing date: 4pm, 27 July 2016
http://www.nerc.ac.uk/research/funded/programmes/betr/news/ao/

NERC and the National Natural Science Foundation of China (NSFC) are inviting proposals to the Biosphere Evolution, Transitions & Resilience (BETR) strategic research programme. The aim of the BETR programme is to advance understanding of the evolution of the biosphere by integrating excellent palaeontology, geochemistry, geochronology and phylogenomics and cutting edge modelling.

Proposals are sought for collaborative research projects involving UK and Chinese researchers. The funders anticipate awarding three grants of up to £1·5m (at 100% FEC - £1·2m at 80%) for the UK component and 3m yuan for the Chinese component.

LIFE – traditional projects on climate change adaptation
Closing date: 07 Sep 16 (recurring)

Directorate-General for the Environment, EU
Funding supports best-practice, demonstration or pilot projects that contribute to the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions, and to the implementation and development of Union policy and legislation on climate change adaptation. The budget for traditional projects under the climate action sub-programme is €47.44 million, with €24.52m dedicated to climate change adaptation projects.
LIFE – traditional projects on climate change mitigation
Closing date: 07 Sep 16 (recurring)

Directorate-General for the Environment, EU
Funding supports best-practice, demonstration or pilot projects that contribute to the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions. The budget for traditional projects under the climate action sub-programme is €47.44 million, with €15.92m dedicated to climate change mitigation projects. Each project may request up to 60 per cent of eligible costs.

OECD Cooperative Research Programme (CRP) - Call for Applications for Research Fellowships and Conference Sponsorship in 2017
Closing date: 10 September 2016
For more information, please visit the website: www.oecd.org/agriculture/crp

The CRP supports work on the sustainable use of natural resources in agriculture, fisheries, food and forestry. Applications should fit in to one of the following three research themes:

1. Managing Natural Capital for the Future: - Managing natural capital by making secure the availability and managing the quality of natural resources.
2. Managing Risks in a Connected World: - Research with anticipating, pre-empting, coping with and managing risks that impact on the potential of agricultural systems to achieve food security.
3. Transformational Technologies and Innovation: - Novel and innovative technologies that achieve a step change.

The aim of the Conference Sponsorship scheme is to inform policy makers, industry and academia of current and future research, scientific developments and opportunities in areas relevant to the CRP and to OECD’s policy priorities. Fellowships run from 6 to 26 weeks and aim to strengthen the international exchange of ideas and increase international mobility and cooperation among established scientists working in OECD Member countries.

LIFE – traditional projects on environment and resource efficiency
Closing date: 12 Sep 16 (recurring)
http://ec.europa.eu/environment/life/funding/life2016/index.htm#env

Directorate-General for the Environment, EU
Funding supports pilot and demonstration projects that contribute to the implementation, updating and development of EU environmental policy and
legislation. The overall budget for traditional projects under the environmental sub-programme is approximately €192 million. Each project may request up to 60 per cent of eligible costs.

**LIFE – traditional projects on environmental governance and information**

Closing date: 15 Sep 16 (recurring)

Directorate-General for the Environment, EU

Funding supports information, awareness and dissemination projects that contribute to the development and implementation of EU environmental policy and legislation. The overall budget for traditional projects under the environment sub-programme is approximately €192 million. Each project may request up to 60 per cent of eligible costs.

**LIFE – preparatory projects**

Closing date: 20 Sep 16 (recurring)

Directorate-General for the Environment, EU

This supports projects that address specific needs for the development and implementation of EU environmental or climate policy and legislation. The sub-programme budget is approximately €274 million. Maximum award: €273,936,000

**NERC Follow-on Fund**

Closing date: 16:00 on 27 September.
[http://www.nerc.ac.uk/funding/available/schemes/followon/](http://www.nerc.ac.uk/funding/available/schemes/followon/)

The Follow-on Fund enables research outputs to be further developed so that their commercial potential can be realised. Examples of activities funded include technology licensing, launching technology-based products or services, selling know-how based consultancy services, and the commercialisation of NERC-funded datasets. Proposals are invited for projects pursuing any of these approaches, or indeed others.

NERC also funds a Pathfinder scheme to support small-scale, specific activities that can help develop a better understanding of the likely market potential for the technology around which a Follow-on Fund project is based. If there are gaps in your knowledge, you are strongly advised to first apply for a Pathfinder award.

Further details on applying for a Pathfinder award can be found [here](http://www.nerc.ac.uk/funding/available/schemes/followon/).
NERC Innovation Projects
Closing date: 16:00 on 27 September.
http://www.nerc.ac.uk/funding/available/schemes/innovation-projects/

The specific aim of the Innovation Projects Open call is to increase and accelerate the uptake and impact of NERC funded research outputs by supporting translational and knowledge exchange activity which delivers direct tangible and demonstrable benefits to end users, particularly business. Funds will be used to support projects which focus upon generating user applicable outputs from past and/or current NERC supported research and which translates them into outcomes that achieve impact. The Innovation Projects Open call will not fund commercialisation work.

COMING SOON: Darwin Plus overseas territories environment and climate fund

The Department for Environment, Food & Rural Affairs and the Foreign and Commonwealth Office will shortly be inviting applications for the Darwin Plus overseas territories environment and climate fund. The next round is expected to open in summer 2016. This fund supports organisations working on environment and climate change projects that have a long-term strategic outcome for the natural environment in UK’s overseas territories. Funding enables individuals from UKOTs to receive training or carry out a period of research in the UK which should relate to environment and climate change issues. Training may include working towards a formal academic qualification or developing policy skills. All organisations working in the UKOTs may apply, including UKOT governments, NGOs, research institutions, private sector organisations and other stakeholders. Fellows must be UKOTs nationals who have previously worked on a Darwin or Darwin plus project in an OT, or who are currently working in the UKOTs on environment and climate change issues. Project leaders must have at least five years of relevant experience. Grants are worth up to £25,000 each over a maximum period of 14 months. Funding includes a monthly subsistence, host organisation expenses, travel costs and fees for academic qualifications.
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Research Management Improvement Programme - Introduction to Worktribe Research Management

Register by: 6th June
Seminar on: Monday 13th June, 12.45-2.15pm

For Academic Members of Staff in Permanent Positions. LUNCH PROVIDED. There will be plenty of time for Q&A and discussion.

Speakers: Dr Karen Sergiou & Peter Foster (UCL Research Services)
Target audience: Academic Members of Staff in Permanent Positions
Venue: IAS Common Ground (Wilkins Building)
If you would like to attend this seminar, please send an e-mail with your name, departmental affiliation and any special dietary requirements (we will do our best to meet any special dietary requirements) to Jacob j.leveridge@ucl.ac.uk by the closing date.

An Introduction to Research Data Management

Register by: 7th June 2016
Seminar on: Tuesday 14th June, 12.45-2.15pm (lunch provided)

This will cover both UCL and funder expectations, as well as the support available at UCL. There will be plenty of time for Q&A and discussion.

Speaker: Myriam Fellous-Sigrist (Research Data Support Officer, UCL Library Services)
Target audience: Academic Members of Staff in Permanent Positions and Departmental Administrators and other Professional Services Research Support Staff
Venue: IAS Common Ground (Wilkins Building)
If you would like to attend this seminar, please send an e-mail with your name, departmental affiliation and any special dietary requirements (we will do our best to meet any special dietary requirements) to Jacob j.leveridge@ucl.ac.uk by the closing date.

Environment Domain Early Career Researchers’ Network
invitation for committee members

Friday 24th June, 4pm

The Environment Domain is launching its search for a group of committed early stage researchers (postdocs, newly appointed lecturers, PhD students) to be supported by the Domain Facilitator, but themselves lead the way in deciding what would most benefit them and their colleagues in similar positions.

Leader of the Populations and Lifelong Health Domain’s very successful network, Ed Fottrell, says:
“I got involved in the ECN because post-docs on fixed-term contracts are a vulnerable group, not just at UCL, but nationally. Early career researchers (ECRs) are essential to science – they are highly qualified, do a lot of the work and to an exceptionally high standard but are ultimately in vulnerable positions that lack a clear career path and they receive relatively little support compared to other staff groups or PhD students. I experienced this reality first hand and this was a big motivator for me to get involved with the ECN. My committee of ECRs and I try to raise awareness of the challenges faced by ECRs, create a platform for mentoring, training and debate, and foster networking of individuals at similar stages of their career across UCL. In pairs, committee members each run one or two events each year and we have committee meetings every 8-12 weeks. As Chair, I help to coordinate these activities and link to similar initiatives across the university and beyond.”

If you would like to be involved in the committee, please email environment@ucl.ac.uk by 4pm on Friday 24th June with your name, role, and a short (up to, say, 300 words) paragraph on what you think the role of Environment Domain Early Career Researchers’ network will be, how you would like it to be structured, and what you would bring to the group.

RMetS/NCAS High Impact Weather and Climate conference
Deadline for registrations: 24th June, conference 6th - 8th July
https://www.rmets.org/ncascon2016

High Impact Weather and Climate is a three day conference focussing on the understanding and communication of high impact weather in a changing climate, bringing together academic, practitioners and industry. Spanning across three days, the conference will discuss the three themes; Observing, Predicting and Responding. This three day conference is in partnership with NCAS and hosted by the University of Manchester.

Prof Greame Stephens from NASA, Dame Julia Slingo from the Met Office and Prof Virginia Murray from Public Health England are just an example of the calibre of Keynote speakers you can expect to hear from. Additionally, there are more than 100 poster presentations and 30 workshops with the details of the workshops now available to view online. This includes the workshop programme, speakers involved and intended outcomes.

eResearch Domain launch event
29th June

14:00-18:00 in the UCL Quad Pavilion. Contact l.chisholm@ucl.ac.uk for further information

Do you use data science, computational science or digital technologies in your research? Reserve your place at this launch event!
• Find out about collaborative, funding or training opportunities
• Tell us your priorities for the domain
• What would you do if there was £2 million funding?
• Take opportunity to network with researchers across all UCL faculties and ISD
• Discover the diversity of UCL’s research

Call for speakers
• Looking for speakers from all faculties to represent the diversity of UCL’s research. You will have 1 minute to present your slide during the lightening talk session and there will be a prize for the best presentation
• PhD students and early stage postdocs are especially encouraged to apply; it is a great opportunity to raise the profile of your research and to network with colleagues.

About the eResearch Domain
The UCL eResearch domain brings together the community across UCL who perform theoretical and applied research into computational and data sciences and digital technologies to enhance UCL’s environment for research and teaching in this field.
The applied eResearch areas include, but are not limited to: digital-information systems and policymaking; human–computer interaction; software-systems engineering; astrophysics and remote sensing; climate change and earth observation; finite element analysis and computational fluid dynamics; optimisation, data analysis and molecular dynamics; epidemiology; high-energy physics; organic and pharmaceutical materials simulation; earth-materials simulation; nanoscience and defects simulation; surface science and catalysis simulation; humanities; mathematical sciences; health; biomedical informatics; computational biology; medical imaging; molecular quantum dynamics and electronic structure; and neuroscience.

Invitation to expert review of IPBES thematic assessment of land degradation and restoration and the 4 regional assessments on biodiversity and ecosystem services

Deadline: 11 July
http://www.ipbes.net/registration-review-first-order-drafts-ipbes-assessments

The external First Order Draft review by experts of the IPBES thematic assessment on land degradation and restoration (Deliverable 3bi) and of the four regional assessments (Africa, Asia Pacific, Americas, and Europe and Central Asia) on biodiversity and ecosystem services (Deliverable 2b) will run until 11 July 2016.
The secretariat invites all expert reviewers with relevant knowledge and/or experience to register to review one or more chapters of one or more assessments. Interested reviewers are requested to fill the registration form available online. Please note that access to this form requires you to login as
a user on the IPBES website and register for a new user account if you do not have one yet.

Once your registration has successfully been received, the secretariat will review it and grant you access to the draft chapters located at http://www.ipbes.net/fod-assessments within 48hrs.

**Seeking Environment Research Photographs**

**No deadline**

If you have any good quality photographs that you would be willing for the Environment Domain to use in publicity material, please do send them to environment@ucl.ac.uk along with a brief description and any necessary permissions information (particularly if you didn’t take the photograph, or if individuals are particularly prominent).

Your images could be used on the website, in printed material, on social media and in presentations – always with your credit attached. By submitting an image, you agree to it being used as such, unless specifically communicated at the time (we may not follow up to check permissions so please be explicit).

We would encourage you to invite your PhD students to send in images taken during their studies and research into environment related issues.

**Horizon 2020 Information Day "Climate Action, Environment, Resource Efficiency & Raw Materials"**

14 September 2016, Brussels

Registration will open in July.

The European Commission is organising an Information Day to present the following calls for proposals to be launched in autumn 2016:

- the "Greening the Economy" call for proposals,
- the circular economy sub-call of "Industry 2020 in the Circular Economy", and
- related call topics on "Smart and Sustainable Cities", "Sustainable Food Security – Resilient and resource-efficient value chains" and "Blue Growth – Demonstrating an Ocean of Opportunities".

Representatives of the research community, SME associations, businesses, industry and European institutions are invited to join the event on Wednesday, 14 September 2016 in the European Commission’s Charlemagne building, rue de la Loi 170, Brussels.